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1 Prototype description

The Database Design Tool prototype is being developed in

the IMPRESS project (Esprit project 6355). The IMPRESS

project started in May 1992 and aims at creating a low-

level storage manager tailored for multimedia applications,

together with a library of efficient operators, a programming

environment, high-level design tools and methodology. The

DDT is part of this last effort.

The project focuses on the field of Technical Information

Systems, where there is a need for tools supporting modeling

of complex objects. Designers in this field usually use

incremental design or step by step prototyping, because this

seems to be best suited for users coping with complexity

and uncertainty about their own needs or requirements. The

IMPRESS DDT aims at supporting the database design part

of this process.

2 TM and its role in the DDT

The DDT uses the object-oriented database specification

language TM as its kernel[BaBV92]. TM has a complete

formal semantics [BaBZ93]. This entails all expressions in

the language having a precise and unique meaning, without

which it is impossible to build a reliable toolset. A designer

using TM need not necessarily have knowledge of TM’s

underlying formal basis to achieve correct specifications of

TM schemas, but it is this basis that enables him to perform

complex semantic analyses of schemas, thus paving the way

to a complete debugging of the conceptual design. As a

design language, TM is equipped with powerful structuring

primitives which enable a user to arrive at natural and

intuitively correct designs.

3 Functionality

The DDT consists of the following components:

●

●

Graphical TM Interface for editing a specification using

the TM diagram language.

Typechecker for TM specifications (TM is statically

typecheckable)

. Safeness Detector for checking a specification for the

presence of unsafe expressions,

● Prototyping Environment for doing simulation experi-

ments in a generated prototype database.

The following components are being developed:

● Constraint Analysis for semi-automatic verification of

correctness-preserving properties after invocation of

database transactions using an existing proof checker,

● Documentation facilities based on WEB.
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